
abundance spell
we are the galaxy presents:

Manifest more money, love, and joy into your life.



abundance spell

Using a pen and a piece of paper, copy
the spell written on the next page and
set it aside.
Take three deep breaths while closing
your eyes and focusing on the
intention behind your manifestation
spell today. 
Cleanse your altar and your space
using sage, palo santo, or even holy
water if that's what you have handy.
Set up a crystal grid on your altar
ensuring that each of the four cardinal
directions are represented. In the spell
where the words "North, South, East,
West" are read, you will be touching
each of these corresponding stones, so
feel into their vibrations as you decide
which direction to place them on.
Visualize setting up a golden
crystalline pyramid of pure source
light energy around your space.
Light your green candle, and then read
the spell out loud slowly, ensuring you
touch the stones on "North, South,
East, West."

Sage/palo santo for cleansing
four favorite gemstones
green candle
pen and paper
metal bowl
lighter or matches
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By one we flourish
By two we are free

By three we find mercy
In four there is glee

 
Touch the pillars:

North, South, East, and West
Connect with our spirit guides
Who always know what is best

 
I call in abundance

On wings made of gold
I can hear, see, and taste it
Only better as I grow old

 
I now release from me

The why, when, where, and how
And as I gratefully thank You

I am here in the now
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7. After reading through the spell, take a
hair from your head or a drop of saliva and
place it in the middle of the paper while
folding it. 
8. Pass the paper  through the flame of the
green candle before placing it in the metal
pot to burn. 

As it is burning, chant "so mote it be" seven
times. The spell is now COMPLETE.

After the paper has finished burning, you
can leave the candle to burn out on its
own, or you can snuff it out, but do not
blow it out.

As it was, so it is, and so it will be.

Namaste, my beautiful friend. Thank you
for supporting my business. Xoxo, G


